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As students of the bible are aware isaiah is not always an easy book to
understand and those portions of it that appear in the book of mormon
can be equally difficult to interpret however by applying various inter-
pretive tools the authors of the nineteen articles in isaiah in the book of
mormon offer readers a clearer understanding of the function and message
of isaiah as presented by the book of mormon authors

overviews the first of four parts in the volume presents four essays

in more fully persuaded isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs witness of christ s ministry elder
jeffrey R holland highlights the ways in which the book of mormon authors
use isaiahsisaialsIsaia hs prophecies to emphasize aspects of jesus ministry

in the second essay getting through isaiah with the help of the
nephite prophetic view john welch provides a framework derived from
the book of mormon within which to read the isaiah passages welch con-
tends that nephi foresaw the future in four stages the coming of christ his

attention to scattered israel the day of the gentiles and the events at the
end of time when nephi and other book of mormon authors quoted
isaiah the quotations applied to one of these stages three helpful charts
classify by their appropriate stage all the chapters and verses of isaiah used
in the book of mormon

demonstrating that two people can read the same material and arrive
at different although ultimately complementary conclusions donald par-

ry s essay nephis keys to understanding isaiah 2 nephi 251 8 suggests
five keys for unlocking isaiah that are more personal and spiritual than the
framework suggested by welch however parry s keys also lead us into
the historical setting of isaiah especially as parry focuses on symbolism
poetic parallelism and prophetic speech forms

in the fourth essay choose the things that please me on the selec-
tion of the isaiah passages in the book of mormon john gee s intent is

fourfold to show how the isaiah text is divided why certain blocks of text
were chosen by book of mormon authors how the nephite prophets inter-
preted these texts and how the authors revealed their reasons for using
the texts readers may find this chapter difficult largely because so much
material is covered any one of the sections could have been expanded
into a separate article
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the heart of the book is the second part eight articles which offer ex-
planationsplanations of the isaiah texts the centerpiece is robert cloward s article
entitled isaiah 29 and the book of mormon he begins with a verse by
verse exposition of isaiah 29 focusing on the meaning that the text would
have had to isaiah s listeners cloward treats several themes from isaiah
but perhaps his conclusions about the sealed book will be of greatest inter-
est to latter day saints according to cloward s reading the sealed book
isaiah spoke of is not a literal book that will speak from the dust but rather
the voice of jerusalem that will symbolically whisper from the dust it was
nephi who made isaiah s symbolic book into a literal book 201

cloward s strength is that he takes seriously isaiah s historical meaning
and only then turns to the book of mormon to see how isaiah is treated
there he discovers that nephi first quotes from isaiah and then in 2 ne-
phi 25 30 likens it to his own people and their situation nephi calls this
likening his own prophecy 204 and includes a commentary on isaiah 29
in these chapters nephi interprets isaiah s symbolic book as a literal
book the book of mormon which will play a role in restoring the jews
and the new world peoples to their rightful places before god the fulfil-
lment of nephi s own prophecy occurs with the restoration cloward s

conclusion is instructive

isaiah foresaw both the fate and the future restoration of jerusalem and her
people nephi likened isaiah s words to his people in a new prophecy
showing how nephite writings would advance the lords work in the latter
days then the savior and the resurrected moroni taught the significance
of nephis likening for this dispensation to the prophet joseph smith joseph
smith in turn replaced isaiah s words in his inspired translation of the bible
with his new understanding of how they had been likened to him and to the
lord s latter day work

in this process isaiah s sealed book was reinterpreted as nephis gold
plates and as joseph smiths book of mormon isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs dust of death was
reinterpreted as nephis source of renewed life and as joseph smith s

cumorah this is the process of likening prophets do it readily
there is no impropriety in their giving old scripture new meaning for their
lives 233 34

cloward takes seriously both isaiah and nephi in their historical con-
texts the potential weakness in clowardsClowards approach is that he may not
leave enough room for a fuller meaning in isaiah than the merely histori-
cal even so his methodology is one from which we can all learn

of the remaining seven articles in the second section of the book three
others strike a balance between the historical and interpretive elements as
does cloward s work nephi s lessons to his people the messiah the
land and isaiah 48 49 in nephi 19 22122 by andrew skinner adds insight
into textual differences between biblical isaiah and book of mormon
isaiah david seely focuses on the issue of pride in both isaiah and nephi
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in nephi s use of isaiah 2 14 in 2 nephi 12 30 in how beautiful upon
the mountains the imagery of isaiah 527 1010 and its occurrences in the
book of mormon dana pike explains various ways in which the passage
may be understood as he considers isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs historical context as well as
typology and multiple fulfillments of prophecy

stephen ricks and john thompson employ form critical tools seeking
the historical situation in life that gave rise to a particular text or saying to
explore issues ricks examines prophetic call narratives and provides some
interesting insights in heavenly visions and prophetic calls in isaiah 6

2 nephi 16 the book of mormon and the revelation of john thomp-
son explores religious festivals in the book of mormon in isaiah 50 51 the
israelite autumn festivals and the covenant speech of jacob in 2 ne-
phi 6 io10 his conclusions are possible albeit somewhat speculative since
the book of mormon does not seem to be concerned enough with religious
festivals to mention them explicitly

john welch gives an interesting exposition of isaiah 53 in isaiah 53

mosiah 14 and the book of mormon focusing particularly on abinadi s

use of the text however the article shows a tendency to christianize isaiah
without asking what he might have meant in his historical context finally
cynthia hallen provides a womanist perspective on isaiah in the lords
covenant of kindness isaiah 54 and 3 nephi 22 her essay goes signifi-
cantly beyond the text with free association and questionable parallels

the third section isaiah and the restoration contains ann madsen s

joseph smith and the words of isaiah royal skousen s textual variants
in the isaiah quotations in the book of mormon and andrew hedges s

isaiah in america 17001700 1830 madsen treats isaiah in a restorationist
context skousen provides solid conclusions about the texts of isaiah as
found in the bible and in the book of mormon and hedges competently
shows how isaiah was used by contemporaries of joseph smith indicating
that isaiah was less important for them than it was for the prophet joseph

words ancient and modern contains the final four articles in
vocabulary in isaiah 2 14144848 54154 donald parry and janet garrard willis

provide a chapter by chapter glossary of KJV terms with explanations of
their meanings most of these linguistic difficulties could also be solved by
consulting various modern translations both john welch in authorship
of the book of isaiah in light of the book of mormon and john hilton in
wordprintingWord printing isaiah and the book ofmormon deal with the longstandinglong standing

question of the unity of isaiah welch concludes that isaiah is most proba-
bly written by one author hilton indicates that the poetic form makes a
conclusive wordprintwoodprintwordprint difficult he notes however a slight shift between the
first and second halves of the book but the shift occurs ten chapters before
the traditionally suggested break between chapters 39 and 40
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finally john thompson and eric smith provide one of the most inter-
esting articles isaiah and the latter day saints A bibliographic survey
this annotated bibliography of latter day saint treatments of isaiah begins
with an orson pratt discourse given in 1855 and concludes with hoyt brew-
ster s isaiah plain and simple the message ofisaiahof isaiah in the book ofmormonof mormon
published in 1995 the reader gains an appreciation of the various ways in
which isaiah has been interpreted by latter day saints over the past 140 years
and the degree to which historical interpretation typology fuller mean-
ing and future prophecy intertwined in LDS hermeneutics

isaiah in the book of mormon forces readers to examine the way in
which isaiah can be understood both in his historical context and as inter-
preted by book of mormon prophets the reader leaves the book with the
understanding that there are many levels of meaning in isaiah and that
there may be several correct interpretations of a given passage the
reader also concludes that there is yet much in isaiah that will be under-
stood only after future events occur when we will see that isaiah also spoke
of these


